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Abstract
Recent progress in developing cost-effective sensors and machine learning techniques has enabled new AI-assisted
solutions for human behavior understanding. In this work, we investigate the use of thermal and depth sensors for
the detection of daily activities, lifestyle patterns, emotions, and vital signs, as well as the development of intelligent
mechanisms for accurate situational assessment and rapid response. We demonstrate an integrated solution for remote
monitoring, assessment, and support of seniors living independently at home.
Introduction
As the first baby-boomers begin to reach retirement age, the U.S. has begun to experience a shift in the age demographics of its population that has significant implications for Medicare spending and the federal budget. Thus far, computer
vision has not had significant application in healthcare but holds significant potential for automation and augmentation in the monitoring and recognition of health and healthcare behaviors1 . In this work, we introduce a computer
vision-based system to allow seniors to live independently at home. Depth and thermal sensors are used as they hold
advantages over wearable sensors and RGB cameras: they do not require daily wearing, provide richer information,
avoid personal identification, and operate in different lighting conditions. Our prototypes are lightweight and easy to
install, requiring only power source and internet access. We introduce a new open-source dataset: Thermset2 , which
contains 214 hours of thermal video collected at senior bedrooms. A convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to
detect five clinical states: background, people present, standing, sitting, and sleeping. These states are important on
their own and necessary to identify more complex activities that are more likely to be actionable by caregivers.
Methods
We trained a CNN-based feed forward network on Thermset (Figure 2) to detect whether an activity occurs in a video
frame. Our network is inspired in AlexNet3 , and it consists of five convolutional layers. Each layer is followed by a
ReLU nonlinearity layer, a batch-normalization layer, and a dropout layer. The output is the multi-label classification
of the target activities, obtained with a softmax function. At training stage, 21,960 frames (4,392 from each category)
were used. For evaluation, we do not include any frame of a scene that appears in the training set.
Results
Figure 1 shows the confusion matrix for the algorithm. The matrix shows that an average 76% correct classification
rate on the five aforementioned clinical states. We were only recently able to begin collecting data from depth sensors
so do not have results to present here. As we add data diversity by collecting more data and using depth data, we
expect a much more robust system in the future.

Figure 1: Confusion Matrix on Thermset

Figure 2: Thermset Dataset Examples

Conclusion
This work shows the viability of using thermal signals for monitoring elderly citizen, and can potentially allow for
them to receive the care that they require from the comfort of home. In our future work, we plan to train a model that
recognizes a wider range of clinical states, including day and night reversals, eating, falls, slowed movements, unstable
transfers, front door loitering, chair and bed immobility, urinary frequency, restlessness, and fever. By detecting these

clinical states, we aim to identify elder patients who are at risk for requiring long-term care, and to provide feedback
to caregivers that would support their safe and independent living.
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